
The scholarship is very good, these are paid by the scholarship: 
  
1.) Study-fee for the education: they pay it directly to the university (approximately 
1000-2000 EUR/ Semester)  
  
2.) Monthly scholarship 

 For bachelor’s, master’s:  HUF 166,600 (cca. EUR 450) mesters) - for 12 months 
a year 

3.) Accommodation 

  free dormitory place or a contribution of HUF 40,000 /Month (110 EUR) to 
accommodation  (=1 Apartment to rent is appoximately 160.000 HUF, it means 4 
person could rent together a nice apartment)  

4.)  Reimbursement of travel costs 

 HUF 200,000 /academic year (cca. EUR 550) (= in every academic year you can 
visit your family and they pay it) 

5.)  Medical insurance (if you have health problem, you shouldn't be worried, doctors, 
dentist, operations will be paid) 

 HUF 65,000 (cca. EUR 180) a year/person 

  
  
The deadline of the application is 31. January 2021.  
  
The time is very short, but the application process is very simple. 
  
We have 2 Programm: BA (Baccaleur) and MA  (Masters) in History with Armenian 
Studies specialization (both are full degree program). 
  
Applicants for BA program (the BA in Hungary is 3 years): 

 Letter of Recommendation from your Church (it should be from a Bishop!) 
 Motivation Letter (written by the students) 
 Proof of Language Proficiency (some paper that they know English B1, we can 

also make a certificate after a short interview, if they don't have Teufel, etc, it is 
not a problem.) 

 School Certificates (dprocakan or other BA degree) 
 Medical Certificate (a short paper from a doctor that they are healthy:the 

applicant does not have the following illnesses: AIDS, Hepatitis A, B, C or any 
other epidemic conditions) 



 Passport (or ID card). 

Here you find more information about the application 
(BA)  https://apply.scyp.hu/courses/course/2137-history?search=658559 
  
For students, if they would like to apply for the MA programm, they need the following 
documents: 
  

 Letter of Recommendation from your Church (from a Bishop!) 
 Motivation Letter (written by the students) 
 Proof of Language Proficiency (some paper that they know English) 
 BA diploma (if somebody finishing this year the BA, it is enough if the University 

give an official document with stamp about it. The student in this case can send 
the Diploma until 1. of August 2021) 

 Medical Certificate (a short paper from a doctor that they are healthy:the 
applicant does not have the following illnesses: AIDS, Hepatitis A, B, C or any 
other epidemic conditions) 

 Passport (or ID card). 

Here you find more information about MA 
programm:  https://apply.scyp.hu/courses/course/1667-ma-history?search=671633  
  
  
Here you find more information about the Armenian Studies Department at the 
Pázmány Péter Catholic University:  http://btk.ppke.hu/en/academics/institutes-and-
departments/institute-of-history/department-of-armenian-studies 
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